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Sigmund Freud :  
Through the eyes of  the Vedas 

As Peter Gay writes, “Freud has been called genius, founder, master, a giant among 

the makers of  the modern mind, and, no less emphatically, autocrat, plagiarist, fabulist, 

the most consummate of  charlatans.” (from Freud - A life for our time) 

The seemingly profane world of  Freudian psychoanalysis is laden with false 

convictions as much as it has impregnated the collective with penetrating insights into the 

nature the psyche. Whether Freud’s assertions are rooted in an over-used or misused 

Mūladhāra Chakra or some actual significant pragmatic discoveries into the nature of  the 

personal unconscious and its contents is a matter of  never-ending debate among 

professional psychoanalysts. Though, unarguably so, he indeed disturbed the long-

repressed sexual aspects of  the dark devious waters of  the personal unconscious and 

brought out the rotten truths of  every individual to the forefront, so it is only natural to 

meet him with such resistance and reject his ideas, ideas which have birthed the discipline  

os psychoanalysis which has served us in developing many modern theories and therapies 

of  the mind, a critical need in this ongoing age of  healing of  the emotional body the 

Collective is currently going through. 

So no matter what the critics suggest, rightly or wrongly, one thing is clear, how 

Freud approached the Ego (Manas or Moon for us), allowed for a paradigm shift which 

led to the birth of  some even greater minds such as Carl G. Jung, Alfred Adler, and so 

many more. Through his affluence, influence, and overall disposition to protect his thesis 

in the face of  new facts caused the oppositions to dig deeper in search of  incredible 

evidence to disprove him, which sometimes strengthened his position and sometimes 

destroyed it, but it always made everyone think and still makes the world ponder. 
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As an astrologer, especially, as a Jyotishi, it is profoundly revealing to study the birth 

chart of  a person while studying their philosophy. What karmic destiny was Freud 

fulfilling for the Collective can only truly be revealed to our minds through the meta-

analysis of  his Soul-Ego using the intricate principles, techniques, symbols, etc, of  

Jyotisha. 

This remarkable individual calls for a proper investigation, and now, without undue 

delay, let’s explore the psychophysical karmic imprints of  Professor Sigmund Freud. 

 

Birthname Sigismund Schlomo Freud
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Born on 6 May 1856 at 18:30 (= 6:30 PM )

Place Freiberg/Mähren, Czech Republic, 49n39, 18e10

Timezone LST m14e26 (is standard time)
Freud, Sigmund Gender: M
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Mars (Age 0 to 6) 

Ishta-Kashta: + 4.7 and - 4.4 

Shadbala score: 179% (536/300) 

Lajjitaadi Avasthas : Sun delighting Mars, Moon delighting Mars, Jupiter delighting 

Mars, Mercury starving Mars (delighting is Mudita Avastha, Starvation is Kshudita 

Avastha) 

Dignity (Deeptaadi Avastha) : Enemy dignity, Miserable Dukhita Avastha 

Bhava Yoga : 6th lord in 12th house, 1st lord in 12th house 

Conjunctions : Ketu and Mars are in conjunction. 

Mars Mahadasha : 13/05/1855 to 12/05/1862 (6 years and 1 month of  Dasha 

balance, Age 0-6 years) 

Jaimini karaka : Mars is the Dāra Karaka (Spouse) 

Mars is one of  the critical Grahas in Freud birth chart. This is because of  three main 

reasons, namely, a) it is the ruler of  the first house (lagna lord), b) Freud ran Mars 

mahadasha from the age of  0-6 years, one of  the most formative critical age in a human 

being’s life, c) Mars is conjunct Ketu while being the ruler of  Rahu. 

Mars is the graha of  ‘Sattvam’ which can be translated to ‘Strength of  Character’, and 

this governs our will-power and will-not-power (self-restraint). It is the energisation 

required to undertake any task, to hold one’s position in the face of  adversity, and protect 

Sun’s vision when an invasion occurs.  

Libra is the sign of  trade, exchange, sex, and death. It is where the Sun (Atman, Self-

governing laws of  the Tao) sets and the law of  fair trade and diplomacy reign supreme.  

Mars is in Enemy (E) dignity which gives it Dukhita ‘Miserable’ Deeptaadi avastha. This 

is only a minor consideration that adds to the analysis of  the entire birth chart.  

This Mars in Libra is in the 12th house of  Dreams, Isolation, Fantasy, and Asylums. But 

what makes it especially significant is the Ketu’s conjunction. This will be more 
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abundantly discussed under Ketu’s section, for now, we must know that Ketu and Mars 

conjunction gives one Vāsanas and Samskāras from previous incarnations related to Mars 

energy. One thus has the courage to do difficult tasks and stand one’s ground to protect 

one’s views.  

Mars is forming two Bhava Yogas namely, 1st lord in the 12th house and 6th lord in the 

12th house. Mars being with Ketu and the houses involved being Dushta (difficult 

houses) creates a life path of  bearing difficulties and overcoming them through effort 

and subduing enemy’s, debts, and conflict. (We see this getting doubly confirmed by the 

6th lord in 12th house and 12th lord in the 6th house Parivamtamsha Dainya Yoga). 

Mars is also the Dārakāraka, which is the Jaimini kāraka for showing the spouse in the 

chart, and therefore shows how his life with his partner will play out as well. 

Mars Mahadasha : 13/05/1855 to 12/05/1862 (Age 0-6 years) 

Sigmund Freud was born on 6th of  May 1856 in the Moravian town of  Freiberg, now 

Pribor in the Czech Republic.  

In the period of  Mars-Rahu (first 6 months of  his life). The first year of  life is the most 

formative year of  life. This is when Freud’s Atman-Manas entanglement was 

experiencing a Rahu and Venus conjunction (This is mostly an issue with nourishment 

for the child, Venus is the Graha of  getting comforted and soothed properly). As Peter 

Gay writes, “In the late 1850s, the town had over 4,500 inhabitants; about 130 of  them 

were Jews. The Freuds lived at Schlossergasse 117, a plain two-story house, above the 

owner, Zajík, a blacksmith. There, above a smithy, Freud was born.”  

Mars activation automatically activates the Rahu-Venus combination as Mars is their ruler. 

Rahu and Venus are notorious for giving a need for extreme sexual excitement, complex 

relationship with pleasure, and a tendency to desire and crave endlessly. The satiation that 

Venus is supposed to trigger and allow us to stop doing something does not easily arise 

for a Venus-Rahu conjunction. It is also significant that when Venus is in Mars’ signs and 

Mars is in Venus’ signs, there is always a strong sex drive. Some of  the earlier memories 

that Freud recalls are sexual in nature where he was attracted towards his mother. This 
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impulse is natural and often overlooked, but in Freud case its becomes a Rahu obsession, 

compulsion, and a cause for addiction later in life. 

Mars is the 6th lord in the 12th house with Ketu in Libra. The 6th house is the step-

mother or an au pair (nanny). There was a nursemaid who took care of  Freud until the 

age of  two and a half  years. Now, to understand the initial years of  nourishment, we have 

to look at Moon’s position. Moon is the 9th house lord (house of  religion and beliefs), 

and it is in the 8th house with Saturn. She was a devout Roman Catholic, and 

indoctrinated Freud. Freud’s mother told him, “when you got home, you would preach 

and tell us what God Almighty does.” Freud Saturn and Moon conjunction will be 

discussed fully under the section of  Saturn as well as Moon. However, what is of  

significance to us is that during Mars-Saturn, Freud’s half-brother (Saturn is BK, brother 

karaka) Phillip had the nursemaid arrested on the charge of  Petty Theft (8th house 

matter). The 6th lord of  nursemaid in the 12th house with Ketu signifies imprisonment. 

On one hand his mother was confined to bed as she was pregnant with his sister Anna, 

and on the other hand, his nursemaid has disappeared. The Moon-Saturn conjunction 

got activated during Mars-Saturn Mahadasha for the first time causing a severe trauma to 

Freud. Creating all kinds of  attachments issues, abandonment issues, and other forms of  

severe trauma. The nursemaid was a mother to baby Freud, and the disappearance of  all 

mother figures is something that can scar the emotional development of  the child. This 

occurrence is significant in the development of  the theory of  Oedipus complex. 

In 1859, the Freuds moved to Leipzig, and then in 1860, they moved to Vienna. His 

family was extremely poor and this deeply bothered Freud throughout his life. This was 

the period of  Mars-Mercury (11/11/1858 to 08/11/1859), this is when they moved to a 

new place. Mercury is the 8th lord (relocation) in the 7th house (7th house is 12th from 

the 8th house), and activates Saturn-Moon conjunction yet again (Saturn and Moon are 

conjunct in Gemini). As they moved with baby Anna and little Freud, their financial 

situation was extremely bad, they lost one son Julius, in Freiberg at seven months, and 

their was a loss of  position for his father as well. Mercury is conjunct Sun, and thus 

creating agitation and anger, one can assume that a baby would be agitated and angry due 

to lack of  attention and nourishments during these years. As Peter Gay writes, “Nearly 

half  of  the 15,000 Jews living in Vienna around 1860 clustered in the district. 

Leopoldstadt was not just a slum; a number of  prosperous Jewish families chose to live 
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there. But the majority huddled in badly overcrowded, unprepossessing quarters. The 

Freuds were with that majority.”  

Mars is also the 1st house (lagna) lord, and this become quite critical in Freud birth chart. 

1st lord in the 12th house has its own Bhava yoga signification which must  be taken into 

account in the context of  the Ketu-Mars conjunction in Libra. Apart from the Mars 

mahadasha, whenever there is an antardasha (Sub-period) of  Mars, the Bhava yogas, and 

the whole Rahu-Ketu axis becomes activated. We must know that 12th house is the 

house of  dreams, isolation, sexual pleasures, escapism, and fantasy., and the 1st lord 

shows one’s life path. There is a dispositor circuit being formed where, 1st lord is in the 

12th and then 12th is in the 6th, and then 6th is back in the 12th. Therefore, one can say 

that Freud embarked on the exploration of  the 12th house with all his martial vigour, 

became discontented by it in the face of  Ketu+Mars conjunction failing (Grahas 

conjunct Ketu must be mastered through Rahu’s position), and then found himself  

working on 6th house matters of  medicine, health, healing, through Venus (sexual 

impulse) and Rahu (uncanny realisations, novel ways), and then returned to further 

perfect the 12th house matters of  dreams.  

What is also interesting is that Mars rules police, and in 1860, during Mars-Venus 

(05/04/1860 to 05/06/1861), a liberal faction had captured Vienna and inaugurated a 

reign in which solid burghers among Jews could count a social acceptance and even 

political preferment. This may have been a fleeting relief  to the Freuds, however, the 

Venus-Rahu conjunction is never easy to handle. 
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Rahu (Age 6 to 24) 

Ishta-Kashta: + 4.7 and - 4.4 (Mars’ values, as Mars is the ruler of  Rahu’s sign, 

plus variations caused by Venus’ conjunction) 

Shadbala score: N/A [179% (536/300) to be assessed as per Mars’ and Venus’ 

condition] 

Lajjitaadi Avasthas : N/A (to be assessed as per the condition of  the overall birth 

chart) 

Dignity (Deeptaadi Avastha) : Enemy dignity, Miserable Dukhita Avastha  

(Same as Mars) 

Bhava Yoga : 6th lord in 12th house 

Conjunctions : Venus and Rahu conjunction 

Rahu Mahadasha : 12/05/1862 to 12/05/1880 (Age 6 - 24) 

Jaimini karaka : N/A 

Rahu is the evolutionary goal of  the Atman-Manas. It is the pivotal point which 

decides the destiny of  the individual. Every Graha is an energetic elemental capacity 

given to the Atman-Manas, these can be applied in any direction one chooses to. But out 

of  the infinite possibilities and potentials, why does a certain destiny unfolds, how does it 

come down to a certain critical this or that decisions? This is the evolutionary cycle of  

Rahu which works in tandem with the completionary goal of  Ketu. Rahu governs the 

possibilities that are yet to arise, however, the placement of  Rahu shows the domain 

within which the possibilities will unfold. 

We see how beautifully it is all intertwined in Freud birth chart. Mar’s mahadasha set 

the tone with suffering and strife for baby Freud. Lagna lord in the 12th house with 

Ketu, and the ruler of  the two going into the 6th house. This Rahu and Venus 

conjunction is of  profound significance for Freud’s obsession with pleasure, sex, and 

seeking out a healing modality therefrom. 
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Firstly, we must simply understand the conjunction of  Rahu and Venus. This is an 

excerpt written by me in Semester 3 Year 3 on Rahu and Venus conjunction.  

Venus is the graha of  fulfilment from the world. Simply put, Venus/Shukra makes 

life bearable. 
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Firstly Rahu must develop Aries, 6th house, and Venus.  

Aries signifies finding one’s individual will and courage to stand for something one 

believes is necessary to do, and so when placed here Rahu makes the individual feel 

insecure about it. 

6th house signifies our capacity take care of  our environmental pressures (the 

burdens, the maintenance required to have a physical existence, material security), and 

when placed here Rahu events causes one to focus on the development of  these. 

Rahu and Venus conjunction causes one to develop a healthy relationship with 

Venus, that is, pleasure and fulfilment of  the world that make us feel at ease, satiated, and 

make the experience of  life a relatively smooth. 

So, we can now amalgamate all of  those descriptions and say that Rahu in the 6th in 

Aries with Venus shows an evolutionary need to find material security through one’s own 

courage and will, by fighting for that which one stands for, and thus developing a healthy 

relationship with Venus.  

We will discuss Venus briefly again under the Venus Mahadasha. 

Rahu Mahadasha : 12/05/1862 to 12/05/1880 (Age 6 - 24) 

As Ernst Wilhelm says, “One is never truly ready to embrace their Rahu until mid-

life”.  

Rahu at such an early age, one struggles with complicated matters way too early. 

This is because most of  the other grahas have not fully been developed. The child is still 

learning to communicate and make sense of  the basics of  the world, and Rahu 

environments are simply more challenging that usual. 

Rahu’s conjunction with Venus makes matters of  sexuality, sensory pleasure, and 

women of  deep obsession and thus concern in Freud’s case. 

As Peter Gay writes, “While many of  his patients were women and he wrote much 

about them, he liked to say all his life that Woman had remained a dark continent to him. 

It seems most likely that some of  this obscurity was self-protective in origin.”  
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To illuminate this dark continent of  Venus, Rahu + Venus individuals often go on 

sexual streaks with numerous partners only to find themselves in an insatiable hell of  

fleshly pleasures. The evolutionary goal of  Rahu is to develop a healthy relationship with 

worldly comforts, pleasures, and women (From a Jungian perspective, this a matter of  

understanding one’s Anima). 

Now, Rahu-Saturn (18/06/1867 to 24/04/1870, age 11- 14), ought to be one of  

the most difficult periods during Rahu Mahadasha. This is mainly due to the Saturn and 

Moon’s conjunction, the conjunction being in the 8th house of  sudden changes and crisis 

(traumas), and in Gemini (skills, learning, hobbies, interests). All of  these will have 

became traumatic matters that bothered Freud and made him compensate through out 

his life in order to be forgiven and healed. 
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Saturn and Moon conjunctions are emotionally impressionable in early years and it 

is only after various traumatic jabs to their emotional body that they begin to barricade 

their painful feelings. The episode stated below took place during these Rahu-Saturn 

years, and we see that small events are shaping the emotional body of  the child. 

 

There was a constant pressure on Freud during Rahu’s mahadasha to fulfil the 

random prophecies made by street dwellers of  Vienna and his parent’s own conviction 

that Freud was a genius, a special child, and their saviour, their hope to get out of  their 

miseries and misfortune. This is often the case when grahas are placed on the Rahu-Ketu 

axis, and as mentioned previously in Freud’s case this is taking place with a special 

significance. Rahu and Ketu are ancestral grahas that fulfil a destiny that changes the 

course of  one’s lineage, especially when there are significant combinations being formed 

through them. 

Rahu mahadasha automatically triggers Venus and Mars Dainya Parivamtamsha 

Yoga (6th lord in the 12th and 12th in the 6th house). 
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All the while in Rahu Mahadasha, Freud felt unaccepted and an outcaste, as if  he 

was not welcome because of  his religion. Rahu is the outcast and does give issues with 

having to belong and connect with other people, especially when we notice that it is 

conjunct the 7th house lord Venus (both of  which indicate other people, relationships, 

and making connections). Anti-semiticism was rampant during those days in Vienna. 
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Age 16 was also another very critical year. This is because of  four main reasons.  

a) This is the year of  Jupiter’s maturation/ripening (Graha Pakvata) 

b) Jupiter was in Cancer (in its exaltation in his Varshaphala that year in the 10th 

house) 

c) Jupiter is a very beneficial graha for Freud forming two great Bhava yogas. 5th 

lord in the 5th and 2nd lord in the 5th. 

d) Most importantly, he began Rahu-Ketu period (10/11/1872 to 29/11/1873) 

Rahu-Ketu period activates the destined evolutionary path of  Freud. This is when 

he decided to become a ‘natural scientist’. He decided to leave law and pursue medicine.  

This is quite a significant moment in the unfoldment of  Freud’s story. He also 

writes in his later years, he felt like the heir of  “all the passions of  our ancestors when 

they defended their temple.” This innate feeling of  an ancestral karmic influence is 

something often strongly felt by Rahu-Ketu birth charts - mostly unconsciously. 
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We see how Ketu’s security paradigm is rooted in the 12th house (alone, sea-journey, 

contemplative activities) with the 1st lord (life-path) Mars (investigations of  a logical 

nature). In Rahu Mahadasha, during Rahu-Venus (29/11/1873 to 29/11/1876), in the 

face of  Rahu-Venus forcing him to develop his 6th house (material security, overcoming 

obstacles and debts) while having to develop his Venus (ruler of  Sun and Mercury placed 

in the 7th house), he is wanting to run back to his Ketu in the 12th house (a laboratory 

with free time, which is to say lot of  space and time, with no material obligations, 

deadlines, and other social (7th house) pressures.  

As a rule, Rahu-Venus is the most transformative period of  the Rahu mahadasha. 

As Ernst Wilhelm says, “this period can make or break aa person”. In Freud’s case, this 

period came quite early, and he did take some of  the most life changing decisions during 

this period that decided the trajectory of  his life - deciding to switch from law to 

medicine, and focusing on human nature, inspired to study the natural sciences, and 

starting his university career at the beginning of  Rahu-Venus. 

“He launched on his university career early, at seventeen; he finished it late, in 1881, 

when he was twenty-five. His sweeping curiosity and his preoccupation with research 

kept him from obtaining his medical degree in the usual five years. ” 

Rahu is often confusing and confounding and causes one to explore many different 

things rampantly, the evolution of  Rahu is rapid and dramatic, often scary for someone 

seeking certainty and stability. It took Freud 8 years to finish his medical degree (usually 

takes about 5 years). It is only right at he beginning of  Jupiter Mahadasha that he received 

his Medical degree (This is of  astrological significance like everything else in our reality, 

and will be discussed in the next section). 
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During these Rahu years, Freud learned from various philosophers and teachers, 

gained a sharp insight into the nature of  religion, theology, various sciences of  the time. 

He was an apprentice explorer, exploring everything other than his main subject. This is 

characteristic of  a strong Rahu influence. Venus is also the ‘Antevasin’ which can be 

translated as a student who lives at their teacher’s residence to learn from them. Freud 

was playing out this archetypal theme. 

In 1873, he wrote to someone, “I am reading English poems, writing English letters, 

declaiming English verse, listening to English descriptions, and thirsting after English 

views.” Venus is the ‘Kavi’ which means poet. We see Rahu and Venus were voraciously 

causing Freud to swim in the deep waters of  the world of  both Rahu and Venus, and 

through this process he was developing his Aries (will power, own ideas, courage) and 6th 

house (capacity to manage the mundane burdens required to make life unfold in a 

workable fashion). 

Jupiter (Age 24 to 40) 

Ishta-Kashta: + 2.5 and - 16.6 

Shadbala score: 94% (367.5/390) 

Lajjitaadi Avasthas : Moon delighting Jupiter (mild), Mars delighting Jupiter 

Dignity (Deeptaadi Avastha) : Own House, Self-abiding Swastha Avastha  

Bhava Yoga : 2nd lord in 5th house, 5th lord in 5th house 

Conjunctions : None 

Jupiter Mahadasha : 12/05/1880 to 11/05/1896 (Age 24 - 40) 

Jaimini karaka : Atmakaraka (AK) [A very significant variable] 
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The above paragraph tells us the significance of  his Jupiter Mahadasha. It is what 

made Freud. This is when he had all the intellectual insights into the nature of  the 

personal unconscious. But why was this the case? Why did the psychophysical tendencies 

of  his Jupiter unleash such profound insights onto the paper? Why Jupiter? 

Jupiter is the Jīva karaka, significator of  all that is sentient. Jupiter therefore 

represents goodness, life, and aliveness. 

One of  the most common names of  Jupiter in Sanskrit is ‘Guru’ which means 

‘Heavy’, this is because Guru is heavy in knoweldge, it has this gravitational pull due to its  

capacity for openness, humanitarianism, compassion, and an overall urge to do good.  

As Peter Gay writes, “In 1866, a ten-year-old schoolboy, he had already energetically 

displayed humanitarian inclinations, imploring his teachers to organize a campaign to 

supply bandages for Austrian troops wounded in the war against Prussia.” These 

attributes are a karmic psychophysical tendency generated from Freud’s Jupiter’s position. 

Jupiter in Freud’s chart is in the 5th house in Pisces, thus giving Jupiter an Own 

House (OH) dignity, which is a ‘Swastha’ Deeptaadi Avastha. This makes his Jupiter 

function is a healthy manner. However, Freud Jupiter has a low shadbala, which surely 

causes some physical weakness during this period. Jupiter overall is doing well, and thus 

Mahadasha gave him all things Jupiter - Knowledge, Children, Wealth, Prominence, 

Insight, Positive growth, and a general abundance to extend a helping hand to those in 

need. 

Jupiter Mahadasha : 12/05/1880 to 11/05/1896 (Age 24 - 40) 

As Jupiter Mahadasha began, Freud received his medical degree. 5th Bhava is the 

bhava of  education and intelligence. The ‘Pūrvapunya Sthana’, the Place of  Past life 

Merits’ as many like to call it, having Jupiter in this place is indeed a blessing, bringing 

forth opportunities and abundance in whatever one applies oneself  to. 
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In these years, Ernst Brücke became a mentor of  special significance. As Peter Gay 

tells us, “Brücke was its most eminent representative in Vienna.” Jupiter periods can 

often give mentors, and the quality and type of  the mentor depends on placement and 

nature of  the Grahas involved. In this case, we see a well-dignified Jupiter with no 

negative lajjitaadi avasthas thus giving something that allowed Freud to learn more deeply 

the philosophical aspects of  science, learn about professionalism, and the rich world of  

thinkers. (This took place during Jupiter-Jupiter period 12/05/1880 to 30/06/1882) 

Fields such as biology, botany, brains related sciences and anything to do with Jīvas 

(living beings, sentient life) is associated with Jupiter. From the passage below we see how  

Freud moved from Rahu to Jupiter and how the efforts made during this period became 

instrumental in the events of  the later stages of  Jupiter period. 

 

In Jupiter-Saturn (30/06/1882 to 10/01/1885), something interesting began to 

unfold, something that caused Freud to feel his Saturn-Moon in the 8th more deeply - a 

painful conjunction causing one to encounter the dangerous repressed emotions and 

urges. Firstly, mentor Brücke advised Freud to leave the safe isolated environment (12th 

house) of  the lab and plunge into the world in order to make a living, especially because 

Freud’s financial condition was dire at this moment and its pained him greatly. Now, we 

know that 8th house is ‘Other people’s resources’ and Saturn-Moon conjunction in that 

place shows emotional traumas related to financial matters, traumas that may have been 

repressed and hidden (8th house of  vulnerabilities, Randhra Sthana, place of  cavity). 
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In April 1882, he met Martha Bernays. They were engaged by June 17, 1882. They 

were aware of  their imprudence.  

Now Freud needed to start his own private practice, but he did not have the 

experience - he was in the classic beginner’s dilemma. Freud and Martha remained 

engaged but did not marry until Freud had found a leg to stand on. This was a period of  

emotional longing, separation, and the letters they exchanged reveal the lover in Freud. 

They were apart for more than 3-4 years at. stretch, all the while writing to each other 

and longing for each other, remaining celibate (as per some sources). 

So, we see an interesting combination here, on the one hand we have Jupiter 

mahadasha activating the 5th house (lover, affair), and on the other hand the sub-period 

is that of  Saturn, so the Saturn-Moon conjunction that the money issues of  the 8th 

house come to the forefront to haunt Freud. Unable to marry, unable to start a family, 

Freud had to struggle a lot more and suffer a lot more emotionally before he became the 

father of  psychoanalysis, eventually. 
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In the above paragraph, we see the deep emotional pain caused by a Saturn-Moon 

conjunction and the addictive tendencies arising therefrom come to the forefront. It is 

often seen in my private practice that during Saturn or Moon period for a native with a 

difficult avastha occurring between Saturn and Moon (Starvation, Kshudhita), the native 

seeks to avoid the dread and painful circumstances of  life by engaging in an addiction, 

imprudently marrying, falling in love, or engaging in excessive sexual activity, etc, all of  

which depends on the houses involved (rulerships and placements). 

We must also notice that Saturn is delighting by Mercury by being in Gemini. This 

allowed Freud to be a formidable intellectual and seeking precision in whatever subject he 

was pursuing. 

Mars is also starving Saturn to a certain degree and thus causing energetic 

breakdowns, impatience, frustrations, anger, trying to do good where one is not meant to 

do good, trying to solve the same problem using the same solution leading unto 

outbursts of  anger, feeling disappointed, self-righteous about issues that do not concern 

one’s vocation, etc, adding to the already accumulated and repressed emotional suffering. 

Anyone birth chart with this avastha, Mars starving Saturn through aspect or conjunction 

should immediately be notified of  the ill effects of  stimulants on their nervous system 

and overall psychical health. 
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Peter Gay further writes, “Freud himself  began taking the drug as a stimulant to 

control his intermittent depressed moods, improve his general sense of  well-being, help 

him relax in tense social encounters, and just make him feel more like a man.” 

Moon in the 8th house can in and of  itself  give turbulent emotional states, 

combined with Saturn which is in and of  itself  starved by Mars makes matters worse. 

Now, in Jupiter-Mercury (10/01/1885 to 18/04/1887), in March, Mercury stepped 

into delight the sufferings of  Saturn. Jupiter-Saturn period as previously discussed was a 

period of  emotional distress, addictions, separation, etc.  Mercury, the ruler of  the 

Saturn-Moon in Gemini is in the 7th house with Sun in the sign of  Taurus (this Mercury 

itself  is delighted by Venus). As we read in the paragraph below, Freud was discontented, 

decided to take a leave of  absence, meet his fiancée and her family, and arrived in Paris in 

mid-October. This is a period of  great psychological release as we can see. He explored 

Paris - its theatres, streets, churches, museums, etc. Butt due to financial constraints (we 

see Mercury activation still keeps the Saturn-Moon in Gemini in the 8th house theme 

active. 
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But we also see during this time Geminian curiosities stepping in due to association 

with Charcot (7th house of  associations activating due to Mercury, maybe also due to a 

sub-sub-period of  the 7th lord Venus, one cannot be this specific via biographical notes).  

As Peter Gay writes, “But more important, from the beginning Freud was dazzled 

by Jean Martin Charcot. For some six weeks, he worked on the microscopic study of  

children’s brains in Charcot’s Pathological Laboratory at the Salpêtrière; some extensive 

publications on cerebral paralysis in children and on aphasia would later testify to his 

continuing, if  gradually fading, interest in neurological research. Yet the powerful 

presence of  Charcot propelled him away from the microscope in a direction in which he 

had already shown some telling signs of  going: psychology.” 

This sudden deviation due to the activation of  the 8th lord Mercury, arousing the 

Moon’s fluctuating nature along with Saturn-Moon’s need to find some stimulation to 

overcome its sense of  deep emotional pain, and the 8th lord going into the 7th house of  

foreign travels, association with new people, new perspectives, and then 7th lord Venus 

going in the 6th with Rahu, thus causing hypnotic desire for a new way of  being, new 

lifestyle, and a new everything. Charcot introduced real examples of  Hypnosis having a 

healing effect on his patients. He did not do anything about it until a few years later. 

Saturn in Gemini allows one to do tedious work where a lot of  information needs 

to be gathered and dealt with. Mercury the messenger/translator, whilst activating the 

Saturn-Moon, allowed freud to do deep work (8th house) - as Peter Gay writes, “With 

superb impartiality, he translated a volume of  Charcot’s Lectures on the Diseases of  the 

Nervous System in 1886, and two years later, Bernheim’s major treaties, On Suggestion and its 

Application to Therapy.” 

In Jupiter-Mercury-Rahu, on 25th of  April Freud resigned from the General 

Hospital to focus on his own studies and private practice. His income was dwindling, we 

see Rahu really forcing his to find his 6th house. He struggled, presented his work on 

hysteria only to get a lukewarm reception, and some of  his colleagues and supported 

broke away from him. 
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In Jupiter-Ketu-Rahu, on September 14, Freud was officially and religiously 

married. He had some savings and gifts and donations from his rich friends, as well as the 

dowry from his fiancé’s parents. 

Jupiter-Sun (23/11/1890 to 11/09/1891), Freud published ‘On Aphasia’. Sun is the 

ruler of  the 10th lord (career, and impact in the world), and 10th lord going into the 7th 

house, thus, making Freud more visible. However, no serious impact was made through 

this work until later years. 

Jupiter-Moon (11/09/1891 to 0/01/1893), Freud published a short case history of  

his patient demonstrating the efficacy of  hypnosis as therapeutic modality. We see, Moon 

triggers the Saturn-Moon conjunction, and one can be sure that this was a distressful 

time for Freud - financially, physically, creating deeper patterns of  addictions of  various 

kinds. 

Jupiter-Mars (10/01/1893 to 17/12/1893), during this one year, we see Freud 

working with Breuer on ‘Studies on Hysteria”, which was published in Jupiter-Rahu, in 

1895. During Jupiter-Mars, we see Mars starving Saturn activating, causing frustrations 

between Freud and Breuer. Freud was growing impatient (energetic breakdown of  Mars 

starving Saturn) and thought that Breuer was :standing in the way of  my advancement in 

Vienna.” He completely broke off  communications with Breuer after this breakdown. 

This 16 year Jupiter period created Freud on many levels, and it is only in Saturn 

Mahadasha that all the pieces came together for Freud to become the father of  

psychoanalysis. The 2nd lord in the 5th house also gave him some financial stability by 

the end of  Jupiter’s mahadasha in 1895. 
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Saturn (Age 40 to 59) 

Ishta-Kashta: + 4.2 and - 8.3 

Shadbala score: 157% (470.5/300) 

Lajjitaadi Avasthas : Moon starving Saturn, Sun agitating Saturn (mild), Mars 

starving Saturn, Mercury delighting Saturn, Venus delighting Saturn 

Dignity (Deeptaadi Avastha) : Great Friend, Delighted Mudita Avastha  

Bhava Yoga : 3rd lord in 8th house, 4th lord in 8th house 

Conjunctions : Saturn and Moon conjunction  

(the most significant conjunction in Freud’s birth chart) 

Saturn Mahadasha : 11/05/1896 to 13/05/1915 (Age 40 - 59) 

Jaimini karaka : Bhrātrukaraka (BK) [Siblings, teammates, colleagues] 

Saturn, the graha of  bearing the sufferings and traumas of  the world, and those 

who bear these in a manner that the rest of  the psychophysical graha system remains 

intact are the one’s that create something that can give them some sense of  joy and 

fulfilment. A troubled Saturn shows a difficult relationship with the everlasting hardships 

of  the world. Saturn, ultimately, gives all things great, for when the nature of  existence is 

Dukkha/Suffering, it is those who can suffer productively that will progress towards their 

goals, spiritual or otherwise. 

Saturn as we have mentioned through out, until now, is conjunct the Moon, in 

Gemini, in the 8th house, thus, making it especially difficult emotionally.  

Gemini is called mithun rashi. Mithun can be translated to ‘sex, couple’. The symbol 

is a man with a lute and a woman with a club, representing coupling. Hasth Maithun is a 

word used for Masturbation in Hindi, and it does have a lot to do with Gemini which 

also happens to represent the arms. Freud’s Saturn-Moon conjunction in the 8th house 

(sex, crisis), in the sign of  Gemini is a clear indicator of  his obsession with the matters of  

sex, how deeply he investigated, and a presumably deep relationship with self-pleasuring 

act of  masturbation. 
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Now, Moon and Saturn conjunction creates a very traumatised psyche. Moon 

starves Saturn and Saturn starves Moon, this causes immense suffering, and surely one 

requires a lot of  healing work done on their emotional body. This is one of  the most 

emotionally painful conjunctions. 

Moon is the ruler of  the 9th house, one of  the major source of  troubles is the 

religion he was born into, and its state in the times he existed. The second last work of  

his life was called ‘A Comment on Anti-Semitism’ (1938). It was a matter of  deep trauma 

for the entire Jewish population but especially bothered Freud on a far deeper level 

considering his Saturn-Moon conjunction. This is another interesting revelation - one’s 

propensity to traumas can be judged from the condition of  one’s Saturn. 

Moon is also the Karaka of  the Mother and this showed a deep sensitivity and 

emotional connection to his mother. Saturn-Moon conjunction are often deeply attached 

to their mothers and require a lot of  love and nourishment to feel a ease, however, they 

do not allow themselves to receive this love and block it out due to certain attachment 

traumas from early childhood (often from the age of  0-1 years).  

We must also note that Saturn is delighted by Mercury, as previously briefly 

mentioned, and shows a tendency to do deep research (8th house) work.  

Saturn Mahadasha : 11/05/1896 to 13/05/1915 (Age 40 - 59) 

In this 19 year period historical events took place in Professor Freud’s life changed 

the fate of  Psychology and various other disciplines. He began working with various 

clients, and through observation and data began theorising.  
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The section titled to this phase of  life is appropriately called Self-Analysis, here 

when the word Self  is used, it is meant Ego, that is, Vritti analysis, and not Atman-

nirikshan which is a profound yogic exercise. 

In Saturn-Saturn (11/05/1896 o 15/05/1899), in this 3 year period Freud saw some 

critical clients who allowed him to make some of  the most important observations. In 

1987, he saw Cäcilie M., who became the principle client Freud worked on for a long 

time.  

Saturn brings grief  which requires time to resolve. There are no words of  wisdom 

but only life to move and time to pass that absolves the pain from the loss of  a loved 

one. Right the beginning of  Saturn dasha, the Saturn-Moon fully activated themselves 

and Freud’s father passed away on October 23 (during Saturn-Saturn-Saturn period). A 

person with Saturn-Moon conjunction goes through a greater cycle of  grief  and it takes 

time for their emotional body to process loss. 

Usually, Saturn-Moon conjunction individuals finally find some resolve by 

hardening themselves emotionally, closing down, emotional barricading, and focusing on 

work and pleasures. This allows them to not completely fall apart, remain functional, and 

still build something that can give hope and happiness. If  Time allows, Grieving with a 

therapist can be very beneficial during such phases. This event changed Freud completely. 
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The 8th house Moon’s psychological transformation through an emotional crisis played 

itself  out in the most Saturnine way possible. 

 

In 1899, Saturn-Mercury (15/05/1899 to 23/01/1902), Freud published The 

Interpretation of  Dreams, for which he said emphatically, “is the royal road two the 

knowledge of  the unconscious in mental life.” We see Mercury has a lot to do with 

publishing, communicating one’s ideas, and especially when Moon is in Gemini, and we 

also see Mercury is conjunct the Sun in the 7th house, thus bringing some recognition, 

those overall Mercury is agitated by Sun, and this does not feel fully appreciated and 

recognized for what it has presented. This was true, it was not met with a lot of  

reception, and indeed even before publication made Freud feel inadequate as a writer, 

thinker, and scientist (Sun overbears the Grahas it is conjunct because of  its demanding 

noble and pure presence, it Agitated, Kshobhita the grahas that it is conjunct). 
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We see in the above passage the dramatic emotional upheaval that Freud faced 

secretly with his Moon in the 8th house being trigged by man agitated Mercury (Sun 

agitating Mercury, a type of  lajjitaadi avastha). 

In 1901, Still under Saturn-Mercury, Freud published ‘The Psychpathology of  

Everyday Life. Here he psychoanalysed jokes. Mercury is the comedian. The 8th lord 

Mercury surely allowed Freud to gain penetrating 8th house (under the surface, read 

between the line) insights. 

Mercury activation also activates the ‘Core Yogas’ given Ernst Wilhelm, namely, 

Karmasiddhi Yoga and Sarada Yoga, thus, bringing forth two books, both of  which 

created Freud and eventually established him as the father of  Psychoanalysis. These yoga 

again fully activate in Mercury Mahadasha discussed in the next section. 
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Saturn-Mercury was a period of  total isolation, deep work, and mercurial insights 

that allowed him to rapidly write two texts on complicated and deep subjects. But by the 

end of  Saturn-Mercury, Freud did began meeting a small number pf  physicians who were 

interested in learning from him about his theory and practice. 

Lord of  the 4th house (sukha sthana, place of  emotional well-being) Saturn in the 

8th house with Moon, is not good for emotional health. One is constantly suffering with 

anxiety, negative emotions, and erratic mood, controversies due to one’s behaviour. This 

can also be taken as a mild form of  ‘Kapata Yoga’,  form of  deceit or hyprocrisy, where 

one hides one’s real intentions due to certain personal psychological reasons. 
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At the end of  Saturn-Venus, right before Freud’s 50th birthday, right before the 

beginning of  Saturn-Sun, Carl G. Jung send Freud a copy of  Diagnostic Association Studies, 

which he had edited and which included an important paper of  his own. We see Venus 

brought forth a great prospect for Freud, Jung’s attention to detail and using the Word 

Association Tests to strengthened Freud’s stance on the Free Association method. 

On May 6, 1906, Freud turned fifty, and began Saturn-Sun period (04/05/1906 to 

16/04/1907). Sun’s activation surely brings great agitation to Freud, causing his Mercury 

to feel unappreciated for its efforts in bringing forth through so much toil something of  

significance (at least according to him). This creates the Kshodhita ‘Agitation’ Avastha. 

We must keep in mind that the main Mahadasha that is active is Saturn, so the general 

theme is that of  emotional pain and suffering due to Saturn’s state in his birth chart, but 

it is when the Sub-period of  the graha also shifts into something painful, things become 

doubly difficult. This was the year of  various controversies, politics, accusations, and 

everyone defending their throne and character. 

As Peter Gay writes, “But if  he believed for a moment that publishing two epoch-

making books, receiving an honorific title, and gaining some followers would bring 

serenity, he was mistaken. His next years were no less agitated than the 1890s had been.” 
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We see the recurring theme of  Moon being the 9th lord (culture, religion, beliefs) 

and Saturn being the 4th  (homeland) lord, became a constant source of  self-hate, 

depression, etc. 

In the second half  of  Saturn’s mahadasha, Freud’s Saturnian effort with painstaking 

work, bringing together a community though the Wednesday Society, and overcoming his 

personal issues with various colleagues, the Psychoanalytic Society of  Vienna began to 

take shape, and Freud began to gain the role of  his torch bearer. 

In Saturn-Moon (16/04/1907 to 14/11/1908), Jung and Freud met for the first 

time after a year long correspondence. Moon activation generates a need to connect and 

bond with someone on a deeper level, motherly instincts to connect, nourish, and 

nurture someone enhances. Often a period of  projections, Moon seeks the world as it 

feels it, and this is exactly what Freud was doing. He may have been projecting on Jung all 

of  his need for emotional connection, to feel understood on a deeper level, etc. Freud 

declared Jung the crown prince of  his work. Jung was unconditionally devoted too Freud 

and his theories until he had a breakthrough moment with his own Rahu (he was in Rahu 

Mahadasha during this time). 

In Saturn-Mars (14/11/1908 to 24/12/1909), Freud travelled with Jung to USA 

where he received an unexpected distinction, aa degree of  Doctor of  Laws, honoris 

causa. This was a surprise for him. His presence was now being felt within the 

international psychiatric community. We see the OH dignity of  Mars in the D-10 varga 

(adding to this global impact). Mars activates the Rahu-Venus in Aries conjunction, and it 

is the lagna lord in the 12th. 4th lord Saturn activated with 1st lord Mars, Saturn and 

Mars is a combination for some energetic action (Saturn and Mars also share a 5/11 

relationship with each other, these are minor but add up to the assessment). He gave five 

lectures in USA (3rd house lord Saturn, Upadesha Sthana). Mars activation activates the 

Ketu + Mars and Rahu + Venus dynamic along with the previously mentioned 

Parivamtamsha Yoga, this is a complicated destiny which plays out with a significant 

impact. 
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In Saturn-Rahu (24/12/1909 to 30/10/1912), is when Freud encountered the new-

ness of  Rahu, the world of  foreigners, foreign ideas, and matters that would destabilise 

his secure Mars-Ketu paradigm that has been fully established in the previous period. 

Now that various people had the time to fully practice and embrace Freud’s ideas, a 

counterforce had to arise, this is when Rahu’s new-ness disturbs Ketu’s security. He had 

to encounter counter force from his crown price Carl G. Jung and close colleague Alfred 

Adler - both of  whom differed and went their own way. Both Jung and Freud had their 

Rahu activated and that became a source of  serious reconsideration of  a lot of  their 

choices. It was an environment of  a tough 7th lord Venus in the 6th with Rahu, 

confusion and chaos with close associates and friends. Freud wanted to be the father of  

Psychoanalysis and claim it for himself, his theories, his ideas, and him being the center, 

and a lot of  different ideas were emerging in this newfound discipline, and many great 

minds disagreed and wanted freedom from this tyranny. 
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Freud somehow always eventually had a bitter relationship with everyone - mainly 

due to the Saturn-Moon conjunction in the 8th house (vulnerabilities) and attachment 

traumas, along with the difficult 7th house lord. 

In Saturn-Jupiter (30/10/1912 to 3/05/1915), Freud wrote many works such was 

Totem and Taboo (1913), The Claims of  Psycho-analysis to Scientific Interest (1913), On 

the Beginning of  Treatment (1913), The Moses and Michelangelo (1914), On the History 

of  the Psycho-analytic Movement (194), and many more. Jupiter surely triggers the Bhava 

yoga 5th lord in the 5th and 2nd lord in the 5th, along with a few core Yogas such as 

(also the previously mentioned Sarada Yoga): 
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Mercury (Age 59 to 76) 

Ishta-Kashta: + 1.1 and - 21.9 

Shadbala score: 82% (344.5/420) 

Lajjitaadi Avasthas : Sun delighting Mercury, Sun agitating Mercury,  

Venus delighting Mercury 

Dignity (Deeptaadi Avastha) : Great Friend, Delighted Mudita Avastha  

Bhava Yoga : 8th lord in 7th house, 11th lord in 7th house 

Conjunctions : Sun and Mercury are in conjunction 

Mercury Mahadasha : 13/05/1915 to 12/05/1932 (Age 59 to 76) 

Jaimini karaka : Amatyakaraka (AmK) [Career] 

Mercury the Graha of  analysis, friendships, management, communication, etc, is 

indeed quite a critical graha for a psychoanalyst. Mercury is the conceptualiser, 

categoriser, theoriser, etc. Most of  what Freud wrote was written during his Mercury 

Mahadasha. If  you go back and read the yogas activated by Mercury,  

As previously discussed, Mercury activates the Saturn and Moon conjunction in 

Gemini in the 8th house. We see the Saturn-Moon’s traumatic depressive and narcissistic 

self-absorption a consistent theme throughout Saturn’s 19 year period and Mercury’s 16 

year period - 35 years of  his life were spent under the distress of  this convention in one 

way or another. So, the previous Saturn-Moon theme remain’s activated with the Bhava 
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Yogas - 11th lord in the 7th house and 8th lord in the 7th house + Mercury agitated by 

Sun due to conjunction but at the same time giving the rather common and often 

overused Buddha-Aditya Yoga. The main period of  Mercury along with the sequential 

sub-period of  every graha deigns the fate of  the Mercury Mahadasha. One cannot at any 

cost ignore the ‘Core Yogas’ of  Ernst Wilhelm - Sarada Yogas formed by Mercury. 

 

The two Bhava Yogas activated by mercury can also be considered for analysis. This 

we haven’t systematically done for every Graha in this essay, but we will demonstrated the 

efficacy of  this method at various points throughout. 
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Mercury Mahadasha : 13/05/1915 to 12/05/1932 (Age 59 to 76) 

This is the age when all of  one’s Graha’s have ripened (Graha Pakvata), the person 

has gained a significant amount of  insight into the nature and scope of  their profession 

and now seeks to refine one’s understanding and train others. But there was also a deeply 

depressive and angry side to this period due to the war and especially the war on Jews. 

Mercury’s agitation from Sun (10th lord) is one the most significant themes of  this 

period. 8th and 11th lord agitated by the 10th lord. 

In Mercury-Mercury (13/05/1915 to 09/10/1917), as Peter Gay writes, “Freud 

began to draft his “theory of  neuroses,” rapidly and energetically, early in 1915, writing 

what later became known collectively as his papers on metapsychology.” 

Mercury is the Graha of  meta-analysis, it thus represents Vishnu’s demeanour in 

this sense. Vishnu is the archetypal psychological state of  seeing God in everything, 

seeing the divine, seeing Vishnu itself  within everything. Mercury, the intellectual seeks a 

Theory of  Everything rooted in the Doubt-ridden intellectual capacity of  the Manas 

(Moon), it seeks a Meta-analysis. The papers Freud wrote during this time later came to 

be known as his papers on metapsychology. Overall, this was a phase of  extensive 

writing, most of  his peer, students, and colleagues were away serving in their nations 

during wartime.  
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During Mercury-Venus (06/10/1918 to 06/08/1921), this was a dark and 

depressing period. No heating, cold, lack of  paper and ink to write, lack of  food, 

everyone dying, everything dying. His wife, Martha, was fighting with influenza. We see 

8th lord of  crisis activating along with 7th lord of  spouse, Venus the graha of  comfort is 

in the 6th with Rahu, and Mercury itself  is agitated. When we look at the birth chart in 

he context of  the collective, Freud was at least alive while everything and everyone else 

was dying. He had enough savings to feed his family, while the majority was suffering a 

way too terrible fate. In this context Freud was running a rather decent period, as Venus 

has no bad lajjitaadi Avasthas, and Mercury is actually quite delighting by Venus. But 

emotional suffering was real for everyone. 

 

During Mercury-Sun, Mercury-Moon, and Mercury-Mars, the post-war years Freud 

published three short books. The Sun sub-period activates the 10th lord of  impact in the 

world, Moon activates the 9th lord of  philosophical understanding, and Mars activates 

the 1st house of  life path as well as the 6th house with Rahu and Venus in it (thus 

reactivation of  the 6th and 12th house circuit previously discussed). All of  these texts 

laid out a concise, precise, essence of  Freud’s psychoanalytic theory.  

Interestingly enough, Beyond the Pleasure Principle is written during Mercury-

Venus. Venus is he graha of  pleasure, and we see that Venus is with Rahu and the 7th 

lord giving a complicated relationship with sexuality to Freud. Now that Freud was older, 

reduced sex drive, embracing the depressive war-time, and has a Ripened/Matured Rahu 

and Ketu, was not able to go Beyond the Pleasure Principle. 
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In Mercury-Moon (12/06/1922 to /11/1923), Mercury-Mars (12/11/1923 to 

08/11/1924), Freud gave himself  ample time to rest and recuperate. We see Mars-Ketu 

conjunction in the 12th house gives a secure relationship with seeking solace in isolation, 

vacation, and contemplation. Especially, Mars as the lagna lord, thus, the physical body 

itself, going into the 12th house with Ketu, who is generally apathetic and disinterested. 

  

Unfortunately, during Mercury-Moon, Freud had detected what he called “a 

leukoplastic growth on my jaw and palate”. A benign growth caused by heavy smoking, 

which later on turned out to be a cancerous growth. The Moon sub-period surely 

activated the misery of  the life-long Saturn-Moon sorrows. 

The later years of  Mercury Mahadasha are laden with “psychoanalytical politics”, 

new associations, new support from the powerful, and betrayal from old acquaintances 

and professors of  freudian thinking, A lot more was written by Freud including works 
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such as 1923 Infantile Genital Organisation, 1924 Neurosis and Psychosis, 1924 The 

Loss of  Reality in Neurosis and Psychosis, 1924 The Economic Problem of  Masochism, 

1924 The Dissolution of  the Oedipus Complex, 1925 The Resistances to Psycho-

analysis, 1925 A Note upon the "Mystic Writing-Pad”, 1925 An Autobiographical Study 

(1935 Postscript), 1925 Negation, 1925 Some Psychical Consequences of  the Anatomical 

Distinction between the Sexes, 1926 Karl Abraham, 1926  Inhibitions, Symptoms and 

Anxiety, and many more. We see that 1925 was a year of  extensive writing for Freud 

about some completely new topics, an excursus from the general psychoanalytic 

literature. This was the Mercury-Rahu period of  exploration of  new territories, 

previously rejected stuff.  

Mercury-Rahu, that is, mid-1920s, also activates the Rahu-Venus conjunction. As 

Peter Gay writes, “In the mid-1920s, Freud predicted that opponents would criticize his 

views on femininity as unfriendly to women’s aspirations and biased in favor of  men. His 

forecast would be realized, more fiercely than he imagined.” 

Now, Mercury-Saturn ((02/09/1929 to 12/05/1932) came with its own fair share 

of  goodness and distresses. Mercury’s delight towards Saturn was a constant theme, 

Freud’s connections, supporters, and friends, came together to solidify their stance during 

this period. On the other hand, the American analysts of  the time were creating 

problems. 
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Mercury is also skin, and Gemini as Rishi Jaimini tells us has a lot to do with Itches, 

and throughout this dasha, Freud suffered from itches at the back of  his throat and his 

mouth, he was agitated by this and suffered a lot on the account of  his addiction to 

cigars. 

 

The words above are the words of  someone who struggles with Venus whilst 

having a Moon and Saturn conjunction, someone who does not have the psychophysical 

karmic imprints to generate a healthy relationship with Pleasure while living in a time of  

oppression, war, scarcity, etc.  

In Mercury-Saturn, the last phase of  Mercury Mahadasha, Freud suffered from 

more physical distressed, now involving his heart, nerves, skin, and the overall 

environment against the Jews (Nazis had gained a lot of  power and this was severely 

dangerous and depressing for the Jews). This was a chronically depressive period for 

Freud and he was living with a constant wish for death. He had a few operation in 

August 1931, during Mercury-Saturn-Mars (mars is the karaka for surgery) and felt much 

better, and got back to writing. 
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Mercury, being the 11th lord of  accolades and awards, did bring a lot of  recognition 

and awards to Freud. Mercury is delighting Freud’s Saturn and thus activating the 

goodness coming from Mercury towards Saturn giving some relief  to an otherwise 

depressive and caustic Freud. 

 This was an 11th lord in the 7th house type of  social recognition Bhava Yoga, 

bringing much relief  to Freud Saturn. The sudden-ness of  it can be associated to 

Mercury being the 8th lord. The period of  8th lord especially in birth charts with a strong 

Rahu and Ketu themes is often filled with dramatic shifts - whether good or bad, 

delightful or starving depends on other factors. 
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Ketu (Age 76 to 83) 

Ishta-Kashta: + 5.6 and - 8.1 

Shadbala score: 131% (432.8/330) 

Lajjitaadi Avasthas : Saturn delighting Venus (Mild/Insignificant) 

Dignity (Deeptaadi Avastha) : Enemy dignity, Miserable Dukhita Avastha  

(Same as the lord Venus)  

Bhava Yoga : 12th lord in 6th house 

Conjunctions : Mars and Ketu are in conjunction 

Ketu Mahadasha : 12/05/1932 to 13/05/1939 (Age 76 to 83) 

Jaimini karaka : N/A 

Ketu, the graha of  Moksha (liberation), is essentially the completionary cycle of  

consciousness. We see exactly that play out for Freud in this final phase of  his life. It was 

a time of  seeking asylum in another country away from the distresses of  the war back 

inVienna (Ketu in 12th house of  far away lands), a time for being bed-ridden (12th 

house), and write some more provocative works due to the abundant free time for 

contemplation (12th house). So, we see the 12th bhava and Ketu coming into a 

completion. 

But we also see the theme of  12th lord in the 6th (sickness) and 6th lord in the 12th 

(being hospitalised, bed-ridden) become a constant theme during this time. 
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Overall this period brought Freud face to face with some of  the realities that he has 

feared, and made to let go of  everything that he had known back in Vienna. 

Ketu’s dhwaja, the archetypal theme of  safeguarding the conquered lands, a fear 

that Freud had to face with the invasion of  the Nazis in Vienna.  

A period where Freud simply felt tired, surrendered, and slowly drifting into 

oblivion. The lagna lord’s involvement with Ketu made matters directly related to his 

body, and since the Graha is Mars, there were numerous surgeries that he had undergone. 

Ketu Mahadasha : 12/05/1932 to 13/05/1939 (Age 76 to 83) 

 

The above passage gives us a sense of  the times we have been studying. The overall 

state of  the collective consciousness must always be kept in mind by the analyst. Freud 

was tired and a Ketu-like surrender, headless, a sense of  defeat loomed over his ever 

growing discontent for the state of  humanity.  

Ketu and Mars conjunction in the 12th house shows a suppression (Ketu) of  

personal will (Mars) by the military (Mars) causing one to hide (12th house), seek asylum, 

and live in dire economic conditions (sign of  Libra, the ruler of  which, Venus, is with 

Rahu in the 6th house). Resources were scarce, constant threat of  death, decay, and 

doom loomed over everyone’s heart. As Freud often said in his last decade, “I am tired”. 
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12th house is also the bed, and Ketu + Mars here with their lord in the 6th house 

of  disease and debt is a significant theme for the bed-ridden days of  sickness and 

helplessness that Freud endured. 

In Ketu-Moon (5/04/1934 to 14/11/1934), Freud began writing Moses and 

Monotheism. We see the 9th lord, Moon, the house of  religion and philosophy re-

activating and creating an urge to revisit (Ketu’s past associations is always a theme during 

Ketu period to fulfil its completionary goal) religion. This work as you can read in the 

paragraph below was only published at the end of  Ketu mahadasha. In fact, he did not 

want to publish this work, it was something personal to him. This is another Ketu in the 

12th house theme, where one seeks to remain unseen or hidden in some sense. 

 

In Ketu-Jupiter (30/04/1936 to 06/04/1937), on May 6 Freud turned eighty, and 

this was a year of  moments of  gratitude and joy as reflected in many of  the letters being 

exchanged. Jupiter has always brought Freud some moments of  joy. He was grateful for 

having a successful daughter like Anna Freud whom he considered to be the center of  his 

life. Jupiter is children and Jupiter is in its OH (Own House, Own Sign dignity) in the 5th 

house of  Children, thus bringing joyfulness through that domain. His physical health was 

only worsening and he spent most of  his time bed-ridden as the general theme of  Ketu 

continues to find completion. 
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We see from the above passages how in Ketu’s period matters of  the past revisit to 

find completion. The 12th house house Ketu with Mars seeks to hide something, and we 

see when the ruler Venus (also the 7th lord) is with Rahu we can be sure that the matters 

that Freud seeks to hide and the letters he seeks to destroy have something to do with 

women, sexuality, and other more taboo subjects of  the time. This whole letter leak and 

the possibility of  some sort of  scandal unfolding created another power struggle for 

Freud, and this was a constant theme in Freud’s life as we have seen so far. The need to 
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gain power, prove oneself  as the chosen one, and then have power struggles with others - 

no one to blame, simply fate and karmic propensities unfolding. Power was always more 

important than truth for whatever reasons we cannot really judge the man for. 

In Ketu-Saturn (06/04/1937 to 16/05/1938), Freud returned to writing a long 

paper called “Analysis Terminable and Interminable” concerning the effectiveness of  

psychoanalysis. Here we see the completionary processes of  Ketu unfolding, while 

Saturn in Gemini bringing forth the attitude of  curiosity, and the desire to conceptualise 

and theorise further. 

As Peter Gay writes, “The paper read as though Freud were abandoning, or at least 

had come to question, the goal of  therapy he had stated in a famous formulation only a 

few years earlier.” 

“The intention of  psychoanalysis, he had written in the New Introductory Lectures, 

“is to strengthen the ego, to make it more independent of  the superego, to enlarge its 

field of  perception and to expand its organization so that it can appropriate new pieces 

of  the id. Where id was, there ego shall be. It is cultural work rather like the draining of  

the Zuyder Zee.” Now he was writing as though the gains to the ego were at best 

temporary. It would be too simple to attribute this plaintive view to the spectacle of  

contemporary events alone, but they played their part. Politics blighted everything.” 

It took a lifetime to realize that ego and egoity are not to be strengthened but 

loosens and softened. How? This still wasn’t clear to the anti-spiritual psyche of  Freud. 

He had however gained an insight truly from experience and not an inherited realisation 

of  someone else. Therefore, it was a great achievement which may have helped him in his 

next birth. 

This Ketu-Saturn period brought with it another season of  grief, as many close 

companions, friends, and colleagues were going through physical death. All this while 

Hitler was gaining power and the Jewish psyche was going through immense depression. 
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From this point onwards there was rampant rape, murder, and suicide in Austria.  

Austria was being “Nazified”. Freud had to be rescued, while Austrian authorities weren’t 

granting Freud the permission to leave, Freud was also not in the physical condition to 

do so at ease. In these moments of  extreme Saturnine psychophysical distress, it was 

Venus and Mercury’s delight to Saturn that helped. The women (Venus) and friends 

(Mercury) in Freud’s life were helping out. He was rescued by certain friends and brought 

to English “to die in freedom”. He was utterly traumatised due to the happenings of  this 

Ketu-Saturn period. 

In Ketu-Mercury (16/05/1938 to 13/05/1939), Saturn was deeply delighted by 

Mercury, and coming to safety to England was fruitful. He was received with kindness, 

sympathy. He also resumed writing and wrote Outline of  Psychoanalysis during this last 

year of  his life. On one hand there were more correspondences, accolades and 

recognition (Sun, 10th lord, conjunct Mercury in the 7th house), on the other hand, the 

Mercury skin itch and the tumor was becoming more malignant. 
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Mercury’s activation always activated Gemini, and thus the 8th house of  scandals, 

and Moses and Monotheism, was considered unpalatable and scandalous by Christians and 

Jews alike. Freud in wanting to be scientific and objective became disconnected from the 

emotional nature of  religion and ended up hurting the religious sentiments of  many. But 

the book did well as Freud had become a brand by then. 
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Venus [Until death on 23 September 1939] 

Ishta-Kashta: + 5.6 and - 8.1 

Shadbala score: 131% (432.8/330) 

Lajjitaadi Avasthas : Saturn delighting Venus (Mild/Insignificant) 

Dignity (Deeptaadi Avastha) : Enemy dignity, Miserable Dukhita Avastha  

Bhava Yoga : 12th lord in 6th house, 7th lord in 6th house 

Conjunctions : Rahu and Venus are in conjunction 

Venus Mahadasha : 13/05/1939 (Age 83 until death on 23rd September 1939) 

Jaimini karaka : Mātrukaraka and Putrakaraka (Mother and Children) 

Freud passed away right at the beginning of  his Venus Mahadasha. Throughout this 

essay we have discussed Venus, in this section we will only speak about how Venus 

becomes the giver of  death in Freud’s case. 

Venus Mahadasha : 13/05/1939 (Age 83 until death on 23rd September 1939) 

Firstly, Venus is the Maraka Karaka (Significator of  Death) in Freud’s chart since it 

is he 7th lord. Secondly, the ruler of  the 7th going into the 6th house (12th from itself) 

adds to the confluence. Plus when we consider the overall theme of  the previous cycle of  

Ketu, we see that his health had deteriorated a lot and psychologically there wasn’t much 

to live for, but continued on because of  the Ketu-Mars conjunction which can give 

resilience in the face of  martial times (emergency, war, surgery, etc, all of  which were 

critical themes).  

In the final months the ulcerated cancer wound would give a fetid smell, and Freud 

knew that the end was near. He wanted to be relieved from pains through induced coma 

and the consequent death. We see how Venus-Rahu conjunction gives a death through 

pleasure or comfort. The morphine put him in a state of  deep relaxation first. Last 3 days 
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were spent under the influence of  high dose morphine, a much needed relief  given by 

Venus after months and months of  severe agony. 

 Saumya Grahas as we must continually observe throughout our practice dear 

readers always have a gentle effect though maybe deadly, as seen in Freud’s case, likewise, 

Krura graha may give a life giving effect (such as surgery), though it is a painful Krura 

experience to get a surgery.  

Venus Mahadasha also activates the 6th lord in 12th and 12th lord in 6th house 

Dainya Misery Yoga. This time the 6th lord in 12th, Mars with Ketu in the 12th house 

gave a final ending to Freud due to Venus directly being the Maraka Karaka.  

Predicting Death and investigating these matters is not a trivial affair. I write this 

section only as a fascination with how the psycho-physical realities function and how 

Jyotisha gives us a comprehensive structure to understand the truth of  Matter. 

This essay would not be possible without the efforts of  Mr. Peter Gay, his book 

Freud : A Life Of  Our Time has been the guiding light throughout this essay.  
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